Dear Valued client:

We have moved to a bigger office to serve you better, located at:

255 Duncan Mills Road, Suite # 612
Toronto, Ontario, M3B 3H9

The major intersection is Don Mills Road and York Mills Road. Two lights north of York Mills Road on the west side of Don Mills Road is Duncan Mill Road.

Our phone number, fax number and e-mail address DO NOT CHANGE. They remain same as follows:

Telephone no.: 416 – 429 0700, Fax no. 416 – 421 9099
e-mail: immigrationtaxation@hotmail.com

Driving directions:

From the West:
Take 401 East and take exit #373/LESLIE STREET Select the centre lane and go past Leslie (cross Leslie street, do NOT go left or right) onto LESMILL Road - go 1.0 km. Turn left on DUNCAN MILL RD arrive at 255 DUNCAN MILL RD

From the East:
Take 401 West and exit Leslie Street South. Turn left at the first traffic light. Take the first street on your left LESMILL Road Turn left on DUNCAN MILL RD arrive at 255 DUNCAN MILL RD

Directions by Public Transportation:
From the York Mills Subway Station, take Bus No. 122. There is a bus stop right in front of our building.

Direction by Car:
The major intersection is Don Mills Road and York Mills Road. Two lights north of York Mills on the west side of Don Mills Road is Duncan Mill Road.
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Map of new office location of Ismail Jasat

255 Duncan Mills Road, Suite # 612
Toronto, Ontario, M3B 3H9

The major intersection is **Don Mills Road and York Mills Road**. Two lights north of York Mills Road on the west side of Don Mills Road is **Duncan Mill Road**.